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Our hope is built on God’s Word

When we look around, we see 
that things are not good.  In 
Costa Rica the elections did not 
go well - there will be a run-off 
of two candidates - neither of 
which respect God’s Word.  The 
anti-biblical agenda of gay 
marriage, gender ideology, 
forced vaccination of children 
and adults continues forward 
vigorously.  The church of Jesus 
Christ is asleep.  If we based our 
daily morale on what we see, it 
would be depressing.  The 
Christian, however, “ sees”  
something more - with the eyes 
of faith we can see the final victory 
of Christ’s kingdom, and so “ we do not lose 
heart”.  We continue in the face of odds, holding on 
to the promise of our Lord who said “ I will build 
my church, and the gates of hell will NOT prevail 
against it!” 

CLIR activities - always lots to do!

The Latin American Fellowship of Reformed 
Churches (CLIR) had a productive year in 2021 of 
publishing, conferences (many on-line), and 
activities.   Give thanks to the Lord for our 
wonderful CLIR team - mostly young people 
excited to serve God’s kingdom, and more and 
more skilled in different areas.

Jeff Kortman
addresses High
School

“I will build my church” (Jesus)

(Above)  All the books above 
were printed in 2021. Normal run 
is 1,000 copies.  Most were new 
titles, and some were re-prints.  
CLIR now has over 180 titles in 
print in the Spanish language.  
Lester is our general 
administrator, and Jenifer is 
secretary, accountant, and in 
charge of distribution.

 We invite you to peruse the 
website:  www.clir.net
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CLIR team and activities

CLIR’s team - print shop, conference 
coordinators, book distribution, book 
design, website and on-line materials.

CLIR is often invited to take our 
“Reformation museum” to a conference.  In 
this foto, Daniel and Samantha are setting 
up the time-line of different Reformers, 
along with other information on the 
Reformation.  Lester later that night gave a 
presentation.



(More CLIR activities)

Alejandro Retes, a Reformed pastor from 
Chile, visited Costa Rica.  CLIR arranged 
a series of conferences on “redemptive 
historical preaching”.  Pastor Retes was 
well received.  In Chile, this brother has 
made several very important contacts for 
the sale and distribution of CLIR’s 
literature, for which we are very grateful.  
Little by little the “CLIR network” continues 
to grow!  Soli Deo Gloria!

CLIR museum (left) and Jenifer managing our table 
with literature.  For this event Jenifer had to travel an 
hour and a half away for a whole week, often until late 
at night.  Lester spoke at the conference, and I spoke 
at the conclusion of the conference on Saturday 
evening. We are thankful for open doors thus far, and 
for these invitations to encourage churches and 



Construction pics
- main floor is poured!
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